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Abstraci - Trust evaiuation is an important aspect in ad hoc 
networks. By clarifying the trust relationship, we can take 
security measures easily. In our paper, we propose a new trust 
model and trust evaluation method. Our trust model is based on 
the cluster. In the paper, we also explain the clustering method 
and show how to be applied on the various security problems. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile ad hoc networks have salient characteristic. For 
examples, it does not have infrastructure like as the traditional 
networks and because of the mobility of node, ad hoc network 
also have not fixed topology. The absence of these features in 
nodes causes ad hoc networks have much difficulty to find a 
routing path and to communicate with other nodes. 

Until now, many techniques €or the secure communication 
in ad hoc networks have been developed. These techniques 
have been based on the security approaches used for fixed 
networks. But, those approaches are not feasible in ad hoc 
networks. New threats, such .as attacks raised internal 
malicious nodes, are hard to defend [5]. So, new security 
mechanisms are needed to adapt the special characteristics of 
ad hoc networks. 

Trust evaluation is an important aspect in the design and 
analysis of security approaches. It is more important in ad hoc 
networks. By clarifying, the trust relationship, we can fake 
security measures [4] easily. 

In the trust evaluation until now, node have been tried to 
evaluate the trust about every node in the ad hoc networks 
f3][4]. However, although we can take routing paths to nodes 
which are out of the direct communication range, absence of 
fixed topology and limited communication range in ad hoc 
networks make the trust evaluation difficulty. Furthermore, it 
requires many memory and computation to store and evaluate 
the every node's trust value in the networks. 

We have been studied to develop efficient trust evaluation 
method in ad hoc networks. 

This work was supported by the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation 
(KOSEF) through the advanced Information Technology Research 
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So, as'the result of our research, we propose a new trust 
model which based on the cluster and the cluster head elected 
by the neighbor nodes. The distinguished features of our 
model are as follows. 

First, we can get the reliable trust value for nodes in 
communication range. Second, we can also get the reasonable 
trust value for nodes out of communication range without the 
direct measure. Third, nodes can maintain its established trust 
value when it moves from a cluster or place to other cluster or 
pIace. 

This paper is organized as follows. We present the related 
work in Section 2. We will briefly explain about our model in 
Section 3. We describe about the detail mehics and protocols 
in Section 4 and Section 5 .  In the Section 6, we analyze the 
security in ad hoc networks. In the Section 7, we conclude the 
Paper- 

2. Related Work . 

2.1 Trust evaluation 
The bust evaluation in ad hoc networks has been studied 

[3][4][7] and many models has been proposed. For examples, 
Marsh[7] configured the trust model to use in pure ad-hoc 
networks. But he computed situational trust in agents based 
general trust. Asad [3] studied the trust evaluation model. He 
used a weight function to reduce a number of variables. In his 
model, he merged,the utility and importance of a situation 
which used in Marsh's model. Equation ( 1 )  shows the trust 
evaluation in Asad's method. the T,(y) means a trust value in 
node y by node x. w,.(d) means the i" trust category to x and 
T&) means the situational trust of x in the Ih trust category 

Trust evaluation would be based on the various 
information and inference results. Zhengl41 proposed a 
various trust evaluation factors such as communication 
experience, node owner's preference and policy, etc and 
illustrated the secure routing based on trust evaluation as an 
example. In his study, he showed that the average security 
level can be achieved as expectation based on accumulated 
knowledge and the trust relationship built and adjusted. 
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Figure 1. Chster formation in the proposed model. Tbe number i o  
each nodes means the trust value of node. Marked node will be a 
cluster bead. 

2.2 Security Problem 
Nodes in the ad hoc networks can not believe each other. 

So,‘many security establishing mechanisms has been proposed 
for the: secure communication between nodes. Especially, 
many mechanism like a PKI, PGP and IPSec, etc have been 
served a good security. But, because of the salient 
characteristic of ad hoc networks, those mechanisms can not 
totally guarantee the security of ad hoc networks. 

Recently, Rakesh[6] proposed an efficient security mecha- 
nism using the publiclprivate key pairs’. One of the important 
problems in the publidprivate key pairs is the authentication 
of the public key. In his paper, He solved the problem by 
concatenating a node’s hashed public key and real IP address. 
In his method, the concatenation of hashed pubIic key and real 
IP address become the id of node. In method, he assumed that 
every node know other node’s id. Hence, when one node 
transmits messages, it signs the message by using its private 
key and sends the message with the sender’s public key and 
signature. Then the receiver hash the sender’s public key and 
compare with the hashed public key in the sender’s id. If two 
values are same things then the receiver node accept the sender 
node’s public key. I f  not, the receiver discards the messages. 
Afteraccept the sender’s public key, the. receiver checks the 
sender’s signature by using the accepted sender’s public key 
and confirms the message was not forged. 

3. Basic System Processing 

In the paper, we propose a cluster based trust evaluation 
method. This method is similar in a human being’s life. In the 
human being, people who want to loan some money from bank 
should have get a guarantee from a trustable people firstly. The 
bank lends money to him as much as belief of the guarantee. 
We applied the’similar concept in ad hoc networks. Follows 
are process of our system. In our model, each node evaluates 
hust value of neighbor nodes (Fig.(l)). After obtain the trust 
value about neighbor nodes, each node recommend one node 
as its trust guarantor. The trust guarantor of recommender 
node has to have the highest trust value among the neighbors 
of recommender node. Since node and its trust guarantor just 
apart one hope, two nodes can mutually evaluate the trust 
value. 

Table 1. The table to store Data delivery rate and communication rate 

Node id 

In the model, one node can be a guarantor for many other 
nodes which is in the neighbor. So, the one guarantor node and 
recommender nodes which recommend the guarantor node as 
its hvst guarantor compose a cluster. Then the guarantor node 
becomes a cluster head in the cluster. Figure 1 shows the 
clustering of nodes. The neighbor nodes of marked node 
recommend the marked node as their guarantor. Hence the 
marked node becomes the cluster head. Therefore one marked 
node and neighbor node of a marked node compose a cluster. 

In the cluster, the cluster head act a role of trust guarantor. 
It means that the member nodes which move to other place 
have to join the new cluster in the new place and want to 
maintain its trust in new pIaces. Hence the new cluster in the 
new place refers the node’s trust value by the previous cluster 
head for the trust evaluation. We will describe a detail trust 
evaluation methods and clustering protocols in the follows 
sections. 

4. Trust evaluation factors and metric 

In this section, we describe the evaluation factors used in 
our model to evaluate the node’s trust value and propose how 
to calculate the factors. 

4.1 Trust evaluation factors 
’ 

We considered four features as a main evaluation factors 
such as communication value, data value, recommendation 
value, and malicious black list. The follows are description of 
our factors. 

Communication Value(V, ,VJ: This feature express a 
success or fail of communications between two node in ad 
hoc networks. Like as human being’s trust management, 
communication of node is also important data. Communi- 
cation value consists of two categories. one is data delivery 
rate(V,+) and the other is communication rate (Vc). First, 
data delivery rate means that the rate of success or fail of 
packet delivery by node i.e. When one node transmits any 
packet to destination node through the intermediate node, 
we observe the intermediated node. If the intermediated 
node is correctly routing the packets then we increase the 
data delivery rate of intermediated node. .If not, then we 
reduce the value. In this measure, the transmitted packet 
includes all of data and routing request or reply packets. 
Second, the communication rate means that the rate of 
success or fail of communication with neighbor nodes. 
Above all evaluation metrics, the communication metric i s  
most important in trust evaluation. Table 1 shows the table 
to store the communication values for each neighbor nodes. 
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S: Set of evaluation factors. 
Vdaj): trust value of nodej evaluated by node i 
VR(i): The trust value by node j evaluated by the node j ’ s  

cluster head.(the recommended trust value .by the 
node j ’ s  cluster head). 

V,(j) the value whether nodej is malicious or not 
V,u): the initia1 bust value of node j 
w: weight value about node]. 

igure 2. Trust evaluntion metrics 
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Data Value: Valuation of message is also one of principal 
factors in trust evaluation. For example, if node broadcast 
junk messages to neighbors then we can consider this node 
is a malicious node which disturbs the communication in ad 
hoc networks. So, if we find a doubtable node then we add 
the node in the malicious black list. 
Recommendation (Vd: This feature is important factor in 
our trust model. To evaluate the trust of node which is far 
away, we use a recommendation of cluster head that the 
node belong to. We also use this value for the moving node. 
i.e. when node moves from one cluster to another cluster, it 
has to get the recommendation certificate which contains a 
node’s recommendation trust value evaluated by the duster 
head. 
Malicious Black List (VB): The black list contains the id of 
malicious nodes which have been detected by data value or 
trust value. This value set in 1 or 0. Value 0 means that the 
node is malicious and value 1 isn’t. 

4.2 Trust evaluation metric 
Many metrics have been developed to evaluate the trust 

values and to combine different values. Especially, Thomas, et 
d[2] proposed an efficient method. In our model, we propose a 
new direct evaluation metric. In the metric, we define the trust 
value of node as a continuous value between 0.0 and 1.0. The 
value 0.0 means that node is totally distrusted and value 1 .O 
means that node is totally trusted. In the equation (2) we can 
use various factors. We explained the some factors in the 
Section 4.1. Beside factors in the Section 4.1, we can add 
various factors according to the node’s environment. 

In the equation (3), the value l/2 is threshold value. The 
trust value of node which does not have recommended trust 
value has to set the initial recommended trust value & a 1/2. 
But the value can be changed according to the environment of 
ad hoc networks. We showed the detail metric and variables in 
figure 2. 

The table 2,3 show the’ table which have to be made by 
each nodes. Each node in Ad Hoc networks has to make one of 

TablB. Table which have to be mnde by the normal node 
I I I I I I 

them. So, each node has to maintain the evaluated value about 
its neighbors or cluster members. 

5 .  Clustering Protocols 

In this section, we describe some protocols to achieve a 
cluster and to preserve the trust value of nodes which move 
from one cluster to another. We‘applied a real-time trust value 
which is evaluated by the method in Section 4. The folIows are 
description of cluster formation protocols. In the protocols, we 
adapted the bootstrapping security model [6]  for a secure 
transmission to the trust value of nodes. 

5.1 Neighbor node confirmation 
This protocol confirms the neighbor nodes and the cluster 

head if there exist. Nodes broadcast a “hello” message. Nodes 
receiving a hello message have to send the response message. 
This response message also contains the information which 
are whether the node is a cluster head or not and how many 
nodes are there as a cluster member. If there are several cluster 
heads in the neighbor then the node will select one of them 
which have the most many cluster members as his cluster head 
and it become the member node of selected head node. If it 
cluster head node doesn’t exist in the neighbor. Node elects a 
new cluster head among its neighbor nodes. 

5.2 Clustering 
In the protocol, each node recommends one of neighbor 

nodes as a cluster head which have to have the highest trust 
value among the neighbors. After recommend, the recomm- 
ender node becomes a member of cluster head node. When a 
node recommend one node as i ts cluster head, if the 
recommended node already became the member of other 
cluster then the recommender have to recommend other node 
again. By this way, the one cluster head and its recommenders 
(cluster head can be recommended from many other neighbor 
nodes) format a one hop range cluster. 

When nodes recommend a cluster head, it gives a 
recommendation certificates (called R-Certificate) to the 
cluster head. These certificates are used to authenticate the 
cluster head. So, the cluster head which have many 
recommendation certificates considered as more ‘trustable 
node in the ad hoc networks. We showed the cluster head 
recommendation message and recommendation certificates in 
the figure 3. 

In this message, the node 1 indicates the recommender and 
node 2 indicates the node recommended as a cluster head. In 
the recommendation certificate, the period is the term of 
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Recommendation Message : 
M(node1’s id, node2’s id, node2’s tmst value, R-Certificate, 
“recommend message”); 

Recommendation Certificate(R-Certifcate) : 
(nodel’s id, node2’s id, create time, period, “Recommend”, 
nodel’s PUB-KEY, signature(node’s id, node23 id, create 
time, period, “Recommend”)} 

Figure 3. Recommendation Message and Recommendation Certification 
form 

validity of the certification. So, after the period, the cluster 
head have to request a new certification to the cluster member 
node. 

5.3 Leave Protocol 
After the cluster built up, nodes can change a cluster by 

moving to the new position. The nodes which change its 
cluster .execute the join and leave protocols. In the leave 
protocol, the cluster head give to the leaving node a trust value 
certificate and recommendation certificates. The trust value 
certificate guarantee the node’s trust value and recommend- 
dation certificates prove that the cluster head isn’t malicious 
cluster head. i.e. many node trust the head node. The leave 
operation is follows. First, node leaving the cluster sends a 
secession message to the cluster head. The secession message 
is like below. After receive the secession message, the cluster 
head gives the trust value certificate (T-Certfwate) and reco- 
mmendation certificates @-Certificate) to the leaving node. 

Secession message: M(nodel ’ id, CH’s id, “secession message”); 

Trust value certification(T-Certificate): 
(cluster head’s id, nodei’id, nodel’s trust value, cluster head’s 
Pub key, create time, validation, signarure(c1uster head’s id, 
nodel’s id, nodel’s ii-t~st value, create time)] 

I 
Figure 4. Secession message and Trust value certificate 

5.4 Join Protocol 
The join protocol is executed in the two situations. One is 

when a node enters in the networks firstly. Another is the case 
that nodes are moving from one cluster to another cluster. 

In the first case, the cluster head must evaluate the node’s 
trust value totally newly, because node does not have a trust 
value certificate and recommendation certificate. Second, 
nodes gives to new cluster head the trust value cerhticate and 
recom- mendation certificates which received from the 
previous cluster head. Using these certificates, new cluster 
head establish an initial trust value of the new member node 
and authenticate the previous cluster head of new node. 

The join operation is follows, First a node in the new 
cluster broadcast a hello message and cluster head searching 
message. If there is a cluster head then the cluster head send 
the respond message to the new node. This respond message 

Join Message: 
M(node1’s id, cluster head’s id, previous cluster head’s id, 
T-Certificate, R-Certificates, “join message”) 

Figure 5. Join Message 

of head contains the number of member nodes. Second, after 
receiving the response of new cluster head, the node send a 
join message to the cluster head. If there are at least b o  cluster 
head in range of one hop then the node select a cluster head 
which have more cluster members. Third, the Cluster head 
receive join message from new node and it confirm the 
previous trust value of new node and previous cluster head by 
using the trust value certificate and recommendation 
certificate which got from the previous cluster head. After then, 
the cluster head establish the node’s trust value by use the 
recommended trust value and the metrics in the Section 4. If 
node processing the join step can’t find a cluster head in one 
hope range then node have to increase the searching range to 
two hope range. If there isn’t then node have to reconstnrct a 
cluster with neighbor nodes. 

6.  Security Analysis 

6.1 Secure routing 
In this section, we explain how our trust model can be 

applied to the routing problem in the ad hoc networks. In the 
ad hoc networks each node sends a routing request (cailed 
RREQ) packet and receives routing reply packet to find a path 
from itself (source node) to any destination node. When any 
node receives a route request packet, it appends the node’s 
own address to the route record in the route request packet and 
rebroadcast. 

In our model the node received RREQ packet appends 
T-Certificate and R-Certificates of its cluster head with the 
node’s own address. After receiving the route reply packet the 
source node check the trust value of intermediate node. If there 
are any nodes which have IOW trust value then source node 
discards the routing path and rebroadcast the routing request 
packet to find a path again. If there are at least two paths which 
consist of trustable nodes then source node select a more 
secure trust path among the paths. By this mechanism node 
find a secure path to destination node in ad hoc networks. 

6.2 Other security problems. 

analyzing it over several ad hoc network attacks. 
We further evaluated the efficiency of proposed model by 

Message forgery attack: In our model we used a asymmetric 
cryptograph method which is proposed by Rakesh[6]. We 
explained the method of Rakesh, et a1 in Section 2. By attaches 
the signature and the public key of sender in the message, the 
receiver node can detect the message was forged. The receiver 
node also can detect the public key is really sender’s public 
key. Receiver node can confirm by compare the front part of 
sender’s id with the hash value of public key in the message. 
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Black hole attack: In this attack, a malicious node advertises 
itself as the shortest path to other nodes and drops all packets 
which come on it. Then the ‘hust guarantor of the malicious 
node will be set the low trust value for the malicious node. 
Therefore the node who want to send a packet will be escape 
the routing path which through the malicious node. Hence the 
node can achieve a secure routing. We can consider the 
situation that the two malicious nodes are cooperating. In this 
case one will try a black hole attack and other malicious node 
will play a trust guarantor role. But in our model, the node 
searching a routing path requires a recommendation certific- 
ates which authenticate whether the guarantor is really 
trustable guarantor or not. In our model, the nodes which have 
more recommendation certificates considered as more 
trustable guarantor. 

Selfishness: In the ad hoc network some node doesn’t route a 
packet from other nodes or just drop some packets to save their 
power or other energy. We call these nodes has a selfishness. 
In our model we can detect such a selfish node. Since such 
selfish nodes would have a low tntst value. Hence nodes 
exclude these selfish nodes in routing path. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed our model about the trust 
evaluation in ad hoc networks. By building a cluster based 
trust evaluation method, we further investigated how to 
provide more accurate trust establishment. In the paper, we 
presented basic protocols and evaluation metrics in our model. 

We showed how to apply our model to a routing problem 
and other secunty problems in ad hoc networks. This method 
is efficient to format a secure ad hoc environment. Currently 
we are implementing this model in the network simulator 
(NS-2) to develop realistic feedback on the model’s scafability, 
cost and overhead By simulation, we will show our model has 
obvious advantage in ad hoc networks 
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